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Abstract
Bannermanite,(Na,K)*V1*V3-lOtr(0.90> x > 0.54),a naturalvanadiumoxide bronze
compound, occurs as black subhedralto euhedralcrystals in the oxide zone of a fumarole
at Izalco volcano, El Salvador, Central America. The mineral is associatedwith shcherbinaite, stoiberite, and ziesite. Bannermaniteis monoclinic, space group C2lm, with a :
= 2, D(obs)- 3.5=0.Zglcm3,
and
A, p = tOg.Zg(8)",2
15.413(7),
b :3.615(2),c = 10.066(E)
=
D(calc) 3.55g/cm3.The crystal structure of bannermanitehas beenrefined to wR = 0.074
from the vanadium oxide bronze structure model. The structure consistsof a clinolattice of
VO5 square-basedpyramids and VO6 octahedra. This array of V-O polyhedra forms
rectangular tunnels in which Na and K ions occur. The vanadium ions are in two charge
states,Va+ and V5+, with the numberof vanadiumions in the reducedstateequal to the
numberof alkali ions in the tunnel sites; thus, chargebalanceis maintained.
Bannermanitetransmits light on thin edges,with a meanindex of refraction of 2.2, on the
basisof the rule of Gladstoneand Dale. The mineral has two cleavages,(lr0l) and (0/rI),and
a dark gray-black streak. It is named in honor of the late Dr. Harold M. Bannerman.
Locality and occurrence

Introduction
Naturally occurring (Na,K)*V1+V*lOrs has been discovered in the fumaroles in the summit crater of Izalco
volcano, El Salvador, Central America (13"49'N;
89'38'W). Identification of this mineral as the potassiumbearing analog of NaV6O15is based on electron probe
microanalysis and X-ray diffraction analysis. The new
mineral is named bannermanitein honor of the late Dr.
Harold M. Bannerman.Dr. Bannermanhad a long and
distinguishedcareer in the field of geology and served in
such posts as Chief of the Non-metalliferous Geology
Section of the U.S. Geological Survey, Chief of the
Division of Economic Geology of the U.S.G.S., and
Professorof Geology, Dartmouth College.The type specimen of bannermanite is currently on deposit at the
Department of Earth Sciences,Dartmouth College. Cotype specimensare on deposit at the SmithsonianInstitution and the Geological Museum of Harvard University.
The total amount of the mineral is a few milligrams. The
mineral and mineral name have been approved by the
Commissionon New Minerals and Mineral Names of the
International Mineralogical Association.

Izalco volcano is a basaltic composite cone that has
been intermittently active since its birth in 1770. The
volcano rises to an altitude of 1965m, with 650 m relief,
and has an approximate volume of 2 km3. The geology of
the volcano is describedby Meyer-Abich (1958),Rose
and Stoiber (1969),and Stoiber et al. (1975').
Since 1963the fumarolic gasesand sublimate minerals
of the summit crater have been extensively studied
(Stoiberand Durr, 1963;Stoiber and Rose, 1970,1974;
Stoiberet al.,1975:.Birnie and Hughes,1979;Hughesand
Birnie, 1980b).Vanadium was found to be a distinctive
element in the minerals of the sublimate suite, which
includes such vanadium minerals as shcherbinaite (V!,+
Ors),stoiberite(Cu3*vi*O1e),and ziesite(FCu|*Vi*Ot.
Bannermanite is found in the MR and L fumaroles
(Stoiberet al.,1975) atlzalco volcanoas a black incrustation coating basaltic breccia fragments. The mineral occurs as subhedralto euhedralcrystals up to approximately 250 pm in greatest dimension. It is intimately
associatedwith shcherbinaite.

I Presentaddress:Departmentof Geology, Miami University,
Oxford, Ohio 45056.

The oxide bronzes are compoundsof the class M"TO',
where M is an electropositive metal ion such as Na or K,
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and T is a transition metal ion such as vanadium. In this
class of compounds,the metal ion M is located in a
covalent network of T-O ions. The M ions donate electrons to the covalent subarray that are either localized at
certain T sites, producing a semiconducting phase, or
delocalizedwithin the TOn subarray,producing a metallic
phase. Hagenmuller (1973) has summarized data on the
oxide bronzes on which much of the following section is
based.
Becauseof the variable oxidation statesof the T ions,
the value of x can vary over a range greater than most
nonstoichiometricbinary compounds(e.g., pyrrhotite).
Generally, the mean oxidation state (2n - x) lies between
the highest oxidation value of the transition element (p)
and the value (p - l).
Oxide bronze phases occur with several transition
metals.Oxide bronzesof tungstenhavelong beenknown,
and more recently vanadium oxide bronzes have been
investigated.Similar compoundsof molybdenum,niobium, and tantalumhave also been synthesized.
The vanadium oxide bronzes. unlike the bronzes of
other transition metals, form a wide variety of structures.
This variety is due to the relatively small size and rangein
ionic-covalentnatureofthe vanadiumion as comparedto
other oxide bronze forming transition metals. Whereas
the larger transition metal ions form a regular covalent
network of T-O octahedra. the vanadium octahedra are
often distorted, even to the point of forming five-coordinated square-basedpyramids. This distortion results in
complex vanadium bronze structure types and imparts a
strong anisotropy to some of their physical properties.
SyntheticNa*V!*Vl-1O15was initially synthesizedand
investigatedby Flood and Sorum (1943), who found the
limits of composition to be 0.45 < x < 0.93. In a
perceptive study of particular interest to the present
work, Wadsley(1955)found the upperlimit of Na concentration extendedto x :0.99. He solvedthe structureof a
crystal with maximum Na, thus defining the oxide bronze
structure type and providing the structural explanation
for the nonstoichiometric nature of the compound.
Several studies of other oxide bronze structure types
have been undertaken since Wadsley's work. These
studieshaveconfirmedhis conclusionsand elucidatedthe
crystal chemistry of the oxide bronzes. In the M*V2O5
system severalrangesof concentrationof the alkali ion M
have been definedand severalother types of vanadium
oxide bronze structureshave been isolated.Thesealkali
ion concentrationrangesvary with the particular ion. The
compositional ranges for M : Na are particularly germane to the present study and are summarizedin Figure
1.
The sodium-poor region of the solid solution depicted
in Figure I is of interest because of two minerals with
these compositions. The a-phase ranges from pure
shcherbinaite (Vi*Ors) ro Nao o6V6.i6V;.;4Or5
at 600'C
(Hagenmuller, 1973). These compositions are limiting
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Fig. l. Rangeof isotypic solid solutionsin oxide bronze
systemNa*Vl+V:1*Or5.Stripedareasrepresentsingle-phase
regions,with phasedesignationaboveregions.Phaseregions
determined
1973).
for syntheticphaseat 600'C(Hagenmuller,

phases in an isostructural series based on the V2O5
structure (Hagenmuller, 1973; Hughes and Finger, in
preparation). With increasing Na concentration, the orthorhombic V2O5 structure becomes unstable and the
monoclinic ftphase (bannermanite)is formed with compositionallimits of 0.66 < x < 1.0 for Na*V!*V[lOr5 at
600'C (Hagenmuller,1973).For 1.0 < x < 1.2, the B'
phase, which is structurally similar to bannermanite, is
stable;however,the Na in excessof x = I .0 fills sitesthat
are not occupied in bannermanite(Hagenmuller, 1973).
Chemical composition
A chemical analysis of the type specimen of bannermanite is given in Table l. The analysiswas obtainedwith
a three-spectrometerreol-35c electron probe microanalyzer and vanadium metal (V), orthoclase (K), and diopside-jadeite(Na) as standards.Becauseof the thinnessof
the crystals, the accelerating voltage was reduced to l0
kV; beam current on the flag was 207 pA. A complete
energy-dispersiveanalysiswas run, and no elementswith
Z > ll, other than K, Na, and V, were detectedabove
background.
An average of 58 analyses of 15 crystals gave the
formula (NaooKo.r)ry6jv;j)O'5 on the basisof O : 15.
The alkali site occupancy rangedfrom 0.54 to 0.90 with a
mean of 0.70 and a standard deviation of 0.07. The
average Na/K molar ratio was 6.0. X-ray images of
bannermanitetaken on (001) showed no zonation of Na
and K within the crystals.
Because bannermanite occurs intimately intergrown
with shcherbinaite,it appearsthat these minerals coexist
in the two-phasefield including the most Na-rich shcherbinaite and most Na-deficient bannermanite(Fig. l).
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Table l. Electron microprobe analysesof bannermanite
(wt.Vo).

(O=15)
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Na2O
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tions measuredon an automated four-circle difractometer. These cell parameters are listed in Table 2 along
with those of the synthetic isostructural compounds reported by Wadsley (1955), Ozerov (1957), and Erdos
(rcros 24-1155and personalcommunication).Erdos reported the spacegroup as A2lm,but the c and c axes of
bannermanite have been reversed to conform to the
convention of a > c in monoclinic crystals. The beta
angle determined by Erdos was erroneously reported on
rcpos 24-1155as 109.45".and the correct value of 109.27"
is given in table 2 (Erdos, pers. comm.).
Crystal structure

cited

Hundreds of crystals were examined optically, and 15
precessionsuites were obtained in order to find a single
all v calculated
as V2O5.
crystal large enough for a structure refinement. The
2. Recalculated
aalyses
with V2O4 required for
crystal selectedis a rectangularparallelepiped,I I x 46 x
charge balance.
101pm in size. Precession(ftft0)and (0/<I)photographsof
FomuLa of type specinen on the basis of O = 15:
this
crystal showed no evidence of twinning or polycrys(N"0.
seKo.rs)vo]rru3]rroru'
talline intergrowths.
Integrated intensity data were collected with an automated Picker four-circle difractometer. All reflections
X-ray crystallography
within the hemisphereof reciprocal spaceencompassing
-rh, +k, and t/ within the 20 range of 0-60o were
Bannermanitewas first identified by comparison of its
difiraction pattern with that of NaV6O15 Qcpos #24collected with the 0120scanmode and Nb-filtered MoKal
1155).The bannermanitepattern was obtained with a
radiation(0.709304).Peakswere scannedat l/2'per min
114.6mm Gandolficameraand CrKa radiation(2.29094, for 4 min over the peak. Stationary backgrounds were
V filter) in a helium atmosphere.Intensities were visually
taken for 2 min at each end of the peak scan. To
estimated. Observed and calculated diffraction patterns standardize,the 020 and 006 reflections were measured
have been contributed to the rcpos file.
every 4 hours. The resulting intensity data were corrected
Single-crystal a- and c-axis precession photographs for Lorentz and polarization efects. A numerical integrawere taken with MoKal radiation (0.70930A, Zr fiIter).
tion technique (Burnham, 1966)was used to correct for
The resultsof the precessionstudy showedbannermanite absorption.The effectivenessofthis correctionwas verito be monoclinic with space group Cm, C2, or CZlm. fied with a 360o psi scan at 5o intervals on the 2fi)
reflection. This reflection would exhibit the greatest
Spacegroup Cllmwas chosenon the basisof the work of
Wadsley (1955)and Ozerov (1957),both of whom demon- variation in transmissionintensity. The linear absorptionstrated a center of symmetry in the compound. Reflec- coefficient(p) for bannermaniteis 51.0 cm-r.
Structure factors of symmetry equivalent reflections
tions were limited by the condition ft + k = 2n.
The unit-cell parametersof bannermanitewere refined were then averaged. A reflection was considered obby a least-squaresmethod with angles from nine reflecserved if the average structure factor was greater than
in
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Table 2. Unit cell parametersof natural and synthetic bannermanite
a (A)

!(A)

c (A)

B(deg.1

Reference

Nto.99VGo15

Is. 44

?

4l

10.08

r09.6

waalsley (1955)

N"v6or5

15,335

?

4n<

10.039

109.2

Ozerov (1957)

NaV6OI5

15.38

3.61

10.07

L09.27

Erdos*

Bannermanite

1 5 . 4 L 3( 7 ) t *

3.615(2)

r . 0 . 0 6 6( 8 )

r 0 9 . 2 9( 8 )

This

* E r r o n e o u s v a l u e o f B ( I 0 9 . 4 5 o ) c o r r e c t e d ( E r d o s , personal conmunication) .
of least units cited in parentheses.
values of a and c axes reverEed to conform with convention of a>c in monoclinic
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study
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crystals.
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Table 4. Atomic coordinatesand anisotropic thermal parametersfor bannermanite
B
equiv.

v(r)
v(2)
v(3)
o(1)
o(2)
o(3)
o(4)
o(s)
o(6)
o(7)
o(8)
Na

0.3370(2)
0.1153(2)
0 . 2 e 7 3( 2 1
0
0 . 8 r 7 1( 7 )
0 . 6 3 4 2( 7 ' )
0.43s4(8)
0.25r8(7)
0.r070(7)
0.7ss4(8)
0 . 3 9 s 2( 8 )
0 . 0 0 2( 1 )

gtZ =Bzs = 0 for

all

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0 . 1 0 3 0( 3 )
0. rr76 (2)
0 . 4 1 0 0( 2 )
0
0.0s8(1)
0.078(r)
0.2r8(r)
0.22r(l)
0 . 2 7 2( L l
0 . 4 2 6( r )
0 . 4 6 9( 1 )
0. 41r (2)

0 . 7 s( 4 )
0 . s 4( 4 )
0 . 8 4( s )
L . 2( 2 )
0 . 8( 2 )
0 . 9( 2 1
r.6(2)
r.3(2)
r.1(2)
L . 2( 2 1
2.L(2',
r . 9 ( s)

A
'tl

0.001r(1)
0.0008(1)
0 . 0 0 1 3( r )
0 . 0 0 2 0( 7 )
0.00r7(5)
0 . 0 0 1 4( s )
0 . 0 0 2 r( s )
0.0017(s)
0 . 0 0 1 4( 5 )
0.0037(5)
0 . 0 0 2 0( 6)
0 . 0 0 1 7( 9)

"22
0 . 0 0 9( 2 )
0.007(2)
0.014(2)
0.007(1r)
0 . 0 0 4( 7 )
0.0r2(8)
0.03(r)
0 . 0 4( 1 )
0 . 0 2 0( 9)
0 . 0 0 2( 7 )
0.05(r)
0 . 0 4( 2 )

JJ

0 . 0 0 2 9( 2 1
0 . 0 0 2 0( 2 )
0 . 0 0 2 4( 3 )
0 . 0 0 4 ( 2)
0.003(r)
0 . 0 0 4( 1 )
0.003(1)
0 . 0 0 2( 1 )
0 . 0 0 5( 1 )
0.003(r)
0 , 0 0 4( r )
0 . 0 0 5( 2 )

'13

0.0012(r

0 . 0 0 0 8( 1
0.00r0(l
0 . 0 0 0 5( I
0 . 0 0 1 7( 6
0 . 0 0 2 2( 6
0 . 0 0 0 5( 6

0 . 0 0 r . 2( 6
0 . 0 0 1 9( 5
0 . 0 0 2 7( 7
0 . 0 0 1 2( 7
0 . 0 0 1( 1 )

atoms.

1.414times the standarddeviation of the averagestructure factor, corresponding to 2 times the standard deviation of the intensity. Of the 848 structure factors measured, only 679 were thus considered observed. The
observed and calculated structure factors are listed in
Table 3.2
The structure was refined by a full-matrix, leastsquaresmethod(nrlNr4, Finger and Prince, 1975)with a
weightingschemebasedon counting statistics.Neutral
atom scattering curves from Cromer and Mann (1968)
were used, with correctionsfor anomalousdispersion.
The atomic positions for NaV6O15(Wadsley, 1955)
were used to initiate the refinement. Individual atom
isotropictemperaturefactors (V = 0.60, O : 0.80,Na :
1.30)were assigned.Total Na occupancywas initially set
at Na6aeV6O15,
slightly below the limit observed in
bannermanite.The initial cycles included refinementsof
scalefactor, atomic positions, isotropic temperaturefactors, Na occupancy, and extinction factor. This last
parameterdid not deviate significantly from zero; thus it
was excluded from later refinement cycles. After four
cycles the refinementconvergedat wR : 0.090.All atom
positions were then refined with anisotropic temperature
factors. After cycle 9 the structure converged at wR :
0.074, and R = 0.094 for all observedreflections.The
structure model probably did not refine below this level
becauseof the small crystal size and concommitant lower
level of counting precision. The atomic coordinates and
anisotropic temperature factors for bannermanite are
given in Table 4.
The alkali site [4(i)] can be occupiedby Na, K, or a
vacancy. The electron occupancy of the alkali site was
determined by refining total electron occupancy of the
site with Na scattering curves. After nine cycles of
2 To receivea copy of Table 3,
order DocumentAM-83-217
from the Business Ofrce, Mineralogical Society of America,
2000Florida Avenue, N.W., Washington,D. C. 20009.Please
remit $1.00in advancefor the microfiche.

refinementthe model placed 1.52Na atomsin the unit cell
or 0.76 atom in the asymmetric unit. Independentmicroprobedatashowed,however,that this siteis occupiedby
Na and K in an averagemolar ratio of 6: I . When the total
number of electrons associated with 0.76 Na atom is
distributed between Na and K in a ratio of 6: l, this site
occupancybecomesNaooKo.r.
Wadsley's (1955) structure model for NaV6O15is
equivalentto the bannermanitemodel within the relatively large error limits of his early determination. The
greatestdiscrepancyoccurs in the alkali site coordinates.
Ozerov (1957) also noted a discrepancy between alkali
site coordinatesin KV6O15and Wadsley'sNaV6O15.
All atoms except O(l) are located in the special 4(r)
position; O(1), locatedat the origin, is in the special2(a)
position. All atoms in 4(i) and 2(a) are constrained to lie
on plans at y : g or y : %, a consequenceof the short
3.6L b diminsion in tannermanite, a length contnon in
other oxyvanadates.
Hagenmuller (1973)describes the oxide bronze structures as ones in which an electropositive metal ion (M) is
contained in a covalent transition metal (T) and oxygen
array. The T-O array in bannermaniteconsistsofdistorted VO6 octahedrathat form zig-zag sheetsperpendicular
to c* (Figs. 2, 3). TheseV(l)-06 and V(2)-Oooctahedral
pairs are linked to adjacentoctahedralpairs with the same
y value through corner sharing of O(l); adjacent octahedral pairs along b are linked through edge sharing. The
sheets of octahedra are linked by two V(3)-O5 squarebasedpyramids that are joined by edge sharing, and are
linked to the zig-zag octahedral sheetsby corner sharing
throughO(5), the oxygenatom sharedby V(1), V(2), and
V(3). Ozerov (1957)has shown how this T-O array is
derived from the structure of V2O5by a distortion of the
orthogonal lattice of the V2O5 structure to form the
monoclinic lattice of bannermanite(Fig. 3). This distortion accommodates the monovalent alkali ions in the
oxide bronze phase.
The covalent nature of the vanadium ion leads to VO6
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o (6)

(Na,K)

. = Atkali
O= oxYgen

Fig. 4. Coordinationpolyhedronof alkali ions tn
outlined by
bannermanite.
The nonorthogonalparallelepiped
dashedlineshasZlm symmetry,with the verticaltwo-foldaxis
parallelto D andlocatedbetweenthe alkalimetalsites,eachof
which has a maximumoccupancyof 0.5. The mirror plane
containsthe alkaliesandthe 0(6) atoms(afterDarriet,l97l).
The alkali (Na,K) sites are coordinated by seven oxygen atoms (Fie. a). The Na atoms lie in tunnelsparallel to
b. The nearly rectangulartunnels are formed by O(4) and
O(E) at ) : 0 and l, and 0(6) at y = %. Within these
tunnels. the seven-coordinatedalkali ions are bonded to
six oxygens at the corners of a distorted trigonal prism;
whereasthe seventhbond is to an oxygen lying on a prism
octahedra that are typically highly distorted (Gooden- face. The (Na,K)-O bond lengths vary from 2.43 to
ough, 1970),for exampleV(IFO6 and V(2)-Ooin banner- 2.64L,with a meanof 2.554. This coordinationof sodium
by seven oxygen atoms is rare, but not unknown; six
manite. The mean V-O bond length for V(l) is l.%74,
other
minerals (darapskite,glauberite, krohnkite, narsarwith a rangeof 1.575-2.391A,and that for V(2) is 1.939A,
with a rangeof 1.ffi7-2.315A (Table 5). The square-based sukite, ramsayite, and vanthoffite) have this type of
coordination,with a mean bond length of 2.514. The
pyramid V(3)-Os has an extreme degreeof "octahedral"
bannermanite polyhedron is the most regular of these
distortion. One of the four oxygen atoms, 0(6), normally
seven examples, with bond lengths that differ by only
(010)
coplanarin
with vanadiumin the VO6 octahedron,is
so far removed from V(3) (2.67A) that it is not considered 0.2rA.
The multiplicity of the alkali ion site is 4; therefore, if
to be involved in the coordination polyhedron. The
all
alkali sites were occupied, the formula corresponding
remainingfive oxygen atoms coordinate V(3) in a squareto
the
asymmetricunit would be NazVoOrs.It has been
pyramid
based
with an averagebond length of 1.8274.
establishedthat the upper limit of alkali concentration of
The 0(6) atom coordinates the monovalent alkali ion in
is NarVoOrs;
the betaoxide bronzephase(bannermanite)
the 4(l) site in bannermanite.
thus, the alkali sites are never more than % occupied
(Hagenmuller, 1973).In natural bannermanitethe compositionrangehasbeenfoundto extendfrom(Na,K)6.5aV6O15
with an averagealkali site occupancy
to (Na,K)o.qoV6O15,
This range of values is within that
of Naa.6Ke.1VoOrs.
reportedfor the syntheticNa phaseby Wadsley(1955).
Fig. 2. Polyhedralprojectionon (010)of bannermanite.
Bold
linesoutlinepolyhedracenteredat y : yr' lighterlinesoutline
polyhedracenteredaty : 0. Na ligandsareomitted.Dottedlines
outline projectionof tunnelsin structure(after Hagenmuller,
1973).

Table 5. Selectedbond lenglhs in bannermanite
Di6tanc€

Fig. 3. onrrr (Johnson, 1965)plot of bannermanitestructure
projected on (010) with5OVoprobability ellipsoids. Dashedlines
iridicate the projections of the trigonal prisms that coordinate
alkali atoms. All atoms lie on mirror planes at y = 0 or y = V2.
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The possibleoccupancyarrangementsofthe alkali sites
for theoreticalNarVl*Vi+Or5 are shown in Figure 5a,
where all possible a(f alkali sites are filled. In this
arrangement,however, the two adjacen_t
alkali ions coplanar in (010)are separatedby only l.8lA. This distanceis
unreasonablyclose for two large positive ions; thus, these
sites are never more than Vzoccupied. The half-occupancy resultsin the end-memberphaseNaV4*V!*O,, 1Fig.
5b). Becausethe structureis centrosymmetric(Wadsley,
1955)with no superstructure,the vacancy-alkaliordering
must be random. Thus, although any individual alkali
chain must have the ordered configuration of NaV6O15,
these chains would be randomly translated by 0 or I b in
the adjacent chain, retaining the statistical2lm symmetry
of the cell. Each chain is orderedwith respectto alkali ion
distribution, but the chains themselvesmust be disordered with respect to each other.
As the alkali occupancy falls to less than 50Voof the
total sites(Na.V1+Ve**Ot5,
x ( l), the ions are randomly
removed from the alkali chains (Fig. 5c). Crystals of
bannermanitewith x - 0.7 retain Zlm difrraction symmetry; therefore, alkali vacancies must be random. In the
single crystal used in this structure study, the compositional refinement converged at a composition of
Naa5eKs.1sV6O15,
the averagevalue observedfor other
bannermanitecrystals.Thus, 1.4 of the 4 alkali sitesare
occupied.
The existenceof monovalent ions in the V-O subarray
necessitatesa charge reduction that is accommodatedby
the reduction of one V5* to Va* for each monovalent
insertion ion. Hagenmuller(1973)suggestedthat these
Va+ centers are located in the zig-zag VO6 sheets, becauseV5* ions have a strong affinity for the square-based
pyramidal coordination in the structure. In bannermanite
the transition metal valence is controlled by the presence
of an electron donor (Na) and not by the fugacity of
oxygen, an electron receptor. With greater Na concentration within the phase,the mean oxidation state of the V is
lowered(Dickenset al.,1973).
Numerous studies of the electronic properties of the
beta vanadium oxide bronze phasehave been undertaken
in order to determinethe mannerof chargebalancewithin
these crystals. These studies are best summarizedin the
report ofPerlstein and Sienko (196E).They found that the
conduction band model of electron transport could not
describe their measurements,which could be explained,
however, by the concept of a small polaron. In the
simplestform of this model, the electron is consideredto
be self-trappedat a local site becauseof induced distortions of the surrounding ions. At moderate to high temperatures the electron can become delocalized and can
jump from site to site. In sodium vanadium bronze the
V(IFV(2) spacingis only slightly greater than the critical
value for electron delocalizationin the octahedral sheets.
Measurementsof the Seebeckeffect, Hall voltage, electrical conductivity, and magnetic susceptibility of the
phaseindicate that the Va* centers are statistically local-
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Fig. 5. Possiblealkaliion locationsin oxidebronzephases.

ized in the octahedral sheet and jump parallel to b
between centers in this sheet. This small-polaron model
accounts for the remarkable anisotropic conductivity in
the beta oxide bronze phase, with the conductivity along
b more than 6{X)times greaterthan that perpendicularto b
(Ozerov, 1957).In a more recent study of the electron
structureof the phase,Cherkashenkoet al. (1980)examined the electron delocalizationmechanismby measuring
the orientation dependenceof two low-energy vanadium
X-ray emission spectra. Their results could also be explained by electron delocalization along the D axis in the
V1 and V2 octahedralsheet.Furthermore, they found that
the electronjumps occur not by direct V-V interactions,
but through the intermediate oxygen atoms 02 and 03
(Fie. 3) for V1-V1 and V2-V2jumps, respectively.
Nature of solid solution
Bannermanite displays a wide range of isostructural
compositional variation. The solid solution can be classified as the hollandite type or nonstoichiometric stuffed
type. In this type of compoundnonneutralunits (Na+) are
present in the structure in amounts that can vary over a
wide compositional range; charge balance within the
structure is maintained by the existenceof two oxidation
statesof transition metal ions within the phase. As noted
by Wadsley (1955,p. 695) in his definition of this solid
solution type, bannermaniteis a compound in which "a
host (V2O5),crystallizing in the presenceof ions incapable of substitution, may form a new phase embodying
tubes or tunnels which afford the foreign ions (Na,K) a
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norrnal environment and will not necessarily require
integralnumbersin a unit formula."
Physical properties

found a magnetic transformation at approximately 18 K
and measured initial reversible susceptibility, thermoremanent and isothermal remanent magnetization for diferent crystallographic orientations at temperatures below
the transition. The magnetic properties are similar to
those of an antiferromagnet; however, the remanent
magnetizations are inconsistent with this interpretation.
They proposed disorder of V4+, which is consistent with
random placement of Na+ and local charge balance, to
explain their results. It also appears that there is weak
ferromagnetism along the b-axis.

Bannermaniteoccurs as black, submetallic, subhedral
to euhedral, lath-like crystals flattened on (fi)l) and
elongatedup to 250 pm along b. The aspectratio (length/
width) of the laths varies from approximately 2 to 50.
Becauseof the morphology and crystal size of bannermanite, optical observationswere made only with (001)
parallel to the microscope stage. Along thin edges, bannermaniteis light brown in transmitted light (color similar
Acknowledgments
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